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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which of the following are optional advanced services that must
be enabled manually when first configuring and installing
theDomino server?
A. Agent Manager
B. SMTP server
C. Calendar Connector
D. DOLS (Domino Off-Line Services)
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 2
Cloud's rapid development of its data center is a strategic
opportunity for ITO because: (&gt; (multiple choice)
A. cloud number expansion center Yunxiong style reconstruction
and operation and maintenance tools of the new demand ()
B. cloud computing technology group A dimension to get it
quickly &lt;correct file&gt;
C. light-funded Maoyun as a pleading and centralized
operational risk (positive sulfonate case)
D. cloud rescue + Xindali use new technology ""
Answer: A,B,C,D

NEW QUESTION: 3
During the planning phase of an audit of suspected overbilling
on contracts for security services, an internal auditor should
perform all of the following except:
A. Interview an official of the security services company to
determine the cause of recent increases in billings for
services.
B. Obtain a copy of the contract between the two organizations.
C. Prepare an engagement program.
D. Interview the manager who requested the audit engagement.
Answer: A
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